DSihold

Secure. Defensible. Easy.
	You need a platform that SIMPLIFIES LEGAL HOLDS… A centralized system
that allows you to EASILY NOTIFY CUSTODIANS… A product that TRACKS
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, sends updates and escalations and automates the
custodial interview process… SECURE software installed BEHIND YOUR
FIREWALL and integrated through the company intranet… A FLEXIBLE
option that helps you IMPLEMENT BEST PRACTICES and FULFILL COURT
REQUIREMENTS.

DSihold is the easy way to manage litigation holds.
	DSihold is a centralized system that allows managers to easily notify custodians
of a legal hold, track acknowledgments and send updates and escalations.
Deployed behind a company’s firewall and integrated with your intranet, DSihold
provides more security than legal hold software that works through the Internet
because no custodial information is stored online.

DSiHOLD
 R
 educes costs by seamlessly
integrating with company intranet
and DSi’s other platforms
to provide a comprehensive
eDiscovery solution

COMPREHENSIVE FEATURES
			Administer multiple cases
			Manage employees/custodians and assign groups
			

Schedule notifications and reminders

			

Automate custodial interviews

 llows you to assign credentials
	 A
			Audit
for each administrator, manager or
	
reviewer
	Eases the litigation hold process
with customizable email templates
for acknowledgments, reminders,
escalations and releases

		
	
		

acknowledgments

Route escalations
Monitor case status

	Simplifies custodian interviews
by automating the process with
secondary dependency questions
	Saves you time by letting you view
the number of custodians, the
names of those who have received
acknowledgments, who has replied
and when these activities occurred
	Minimizes risk because it is
installed behind a company’s
firewall, making this the most
secure litigation hold software
available

DSihold’s login screen includes a Quick Start Guide.
After logging in, tabs and features are displayed
according to credentials: administrator (all access),
manager (can view subordinate’s information) and
reviewer (can only see his or her information).

The Cases screen shows all cases the company is or
has been involved in since using DSihold. Cases can be
edited and reports can be run and exported as needed.
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DSihold
DSIHOLD SIMPLIFIES AND AUTOMATES THE
LITIGATION HOLD PROCESS WITH ONE EASY-TO-USE PLATFORM.
COMPREHENSIVE
DSihold seamlessly integrates with DSi’s other platforms
and procedures to provide a customized, comprehensive,
defensible enterprise eDiscovery solution. The platform’s
flexibility also allows DSi to engineer customizations within
enterprise environments. Plus, while DSihold is available
as a stand-alone product, it will also be automatically
included with our proprietary Remote Governance and
Collections Platform (RGC) for no additional charge. RGC
is an eminently scalable platform that securely and remotely
identifies, collects, verifies, filters and transfers data in a
timely and cost-effective manner.

In addition to tracking all custodians, DSihold provides customizable
email templates and can send automated emails for acknowledgments,
reminders, escalations, releases and case reports.

SECURE AND DEFENSIBLE
DSihold is installed behind a company’s firewall and
integrated with the company intranet instead of handling
information through the Internet, making it the most secure
legal hold software available. With no custodial information
stored online, you can rest assured you are taking care of
your legal holds in a secure, defensible manner.
DSihold’s user-friendly interface simplifies the litigation hold process.

EASY TRACKING
Data preservation is important. DSihold automatically distributes notifications, tracks acknowledgments and
sends escalations and reminders, meaning you can stop worrying about sanctions from poor or nonexistent legal
hold management.

anaging litigation holds was almost impossible with spreadsheets or email programs like
“MOutlook.
The fear of accidentally deleting data that could lead to court sanctions was always
on the back of your mind. With DSihold, we can rest assured that our legal holds are taken
care of from start to finish. It’s an easy-to-use platform to manage all aspects of lit hold.
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